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We are living in unprecedented, uncertain times. Just like you, we at CBCA are closely 
monitoring updates from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention and the World Health 
Organization, as well as our local, state and national governments, and adhering to their 
recommendations in order to slow the spread of this novel Coronavirus and the COVID-19 
outbreak. Many of CBCA’s upcoming events have been postponed, canceled, or will be moved 
to virtual platforms. Please check our website for updates. 

CBCA is dedicated to advancing Colorado’s creative economy. In these challenging times, we 
will continue to compile and share resources to help artists, creative professionals and 
nonprofit cultural organizations manage the impact of this crisis. There are also numerous ways 
that the rest of our constituents can support the creative sector and ensure that the arts 
remain a part of our lives. 

It is now that we need the arts most as a society to unite us, provide comfort, and ease stress in 
troubling times. We must do our part with positivity, hope, compassion and action. 

Redline Gallery 

https://www.redlineart.org/resources-for-

artists?fbclid=IwAR0L5Lrj_DnT61eTlVdRuj7uXkNs9pxj8cmHTEwTL7dEH8AOGzRyYvh63R4 

Resources surrounding the embitterment and enrichment of artistic practice as 

well as future opportunities around the creative communities within Denver and 

around the world. 

Colorado Attorneys for the Arts 

https://cbca.org/2020/03/cafta-resource-for-creatives-handling-covid-19-event-cancellations/ 

CBCA’s Colorado Attorneys for the Arts (CAFTA) program is available to help artists, creative 

entities and cultural nonprofits with distinct legal matters. For example: 

• Allie Moore wrote this blog for CAFTA on what to do, as a creative, if an event was 
cancelled due to COVID-19 (Allie Moore Law and Wood Box Studios). 

• We have employment attorneys willing to provide pro bono phone consultations to arts 
employees and employers. Contact CAFTA@cbca.org to get connected. 

• Webinars on protecting your intellectual property and maximizing revenue streams as 
creative content moves online, led by Max Hass (Hass Law LLC) are coming next week. 
Registration opening soon! 
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